
PROJECT TITLE: 
CHILDREN LEARNING THROUGH RADIO    

PROGRAME 

LOCATION: OUR LADY OF GRACE PARISH 
MADINA TOWN,TONKO LIMBA AND 
BRAMAIA CHIEFDOMS KAMBIA DISTRICT -
SIERRA LEONE- WEST AFRICA. 

BENEFICIARIES: 5,000 PUPILS IN THE 
TONKO LIMBA AND BRAMAIA CHIEFDOMS 
AND BEYOND 

DURATION: 6 MONTHS 



Madina Parish, in the Kambia District Northern Diocese of Makeni  is located 45 miles from 
Kambia town its District Headquarter and 144 miles from Freetown the capital city. The parish 
evangelizes to two chiefdoms, Tonko Limba that is founded by the Limbas and Bramaia 
inhabited by the susus. Both chiefdoms have a cumulative population of 13,200 inhabitants . 
The latter are mainly farmers whose produce is for the daily sustenance and the support of 
the education of their children. 
Both chiefdoms have over 256 primary schools, 3 Kindergartens and 4 secondary schools. 70% 
of the populations are young people (age 3 years to 18 years). 

In March 2014, the news and realities of the present Ebola epidemic began trickling into 
Sierra Leone, while primary, secondary schools and other tertiary institutions were in 
progress. In the month of June, schools closed down for the long vacation, which could have 
lasted till September this year. But the three months holiday has dragged till now November. 
The Ebola epidemic that has taken lives and still snatching lives has disrupted life and every 
fiber of the whole nation. 

The dust of destruction of the ten years of rebel war that devastated the life and properties 
in Sierra Leone has not yet settled. That made an enormous set back in the country’s 
educational set up. It was discovered then that because of the setbacks the level of illiteracy 
was 70%. Now another monster, the Ebola is here doing havoc again. Parents in Madina parish 
are very concern and worried about the closure of schools and that their children are not 
going to school. Seconds, minutes, days and months are passing by. The 3-4 years kids 
hungering to start their Pre-Primary School education have waited and now just playing and 
running all over the place. Children are only left to play and play. The children in the ninth 
grade that are preparing to take the government examinations(BECE), which would enable, 
strengthen and test their capabilities for the senior forms, and to challenge their academic 
fitness are tired of waiting and almost giving up of their academic pursuits. Sadly many of 
these 9th graders in Madina town and the surroundings are pregnant. Some boys are engaging 
in gambling and lives ruined by peer groups. 

Not to my surprise though, during her recent visit in Sierra Leone, Dr. Veronica inquired about 
the education of the children in the parish during this Ebola epidemic. With the closure of the 
schools in the whole country and in the parish too, parents and especially school children and 
those to be enrolled for the first time are all confused. 



Humanely,  Dr. Vero further questioned if there is any other channel or means we can device 
to help the children go to school or at least learn something.  Thank God that Madina town 
has a radio Station named RADIO CAT BARMING FM 108.9. 
  
Radio Cat-BarMing is distinctly heard in all the two chiefdoms and even across Guinea West 
Africa (10 miles from Madina town). Regular listeners have called and confirmed of its clear 
broadcast as far as a radius of 50 miles. With this great means and medium of communication, 
Dr. Veronica’s quest for the 5,000 and more children to benefit for a brighter future and have 
a continue education should be giving some answers. The Madina HelpMadina dot org project 
members met twice and have therefore frantically made moves and contacted the Radio Cat-
BarMing  Deputy Director and shared with him and team about the quest, very felt need and 
keen interest expressed by Dr. Veronica, friends and other members of HelpMadina dot org 
project to helping our children who are doing nothing beneficial now, but to RECEIVING 
EDUCATION THROUGH LISTENING TO THE RADIO PROGRAMES. On Tuesday 25th we invited the 
Head Teachers of the various primary schools in Madina town and shared with them the 
intended 6 MONTHS project for our children-RECEIVING EDUCATION THROUGH LISTENING TO 
THE RADIO. They expressed happiness and have already committed a teacher each to teach.  
Yesterday, Wednesday 26th we met with the teachers who have also expressed profound 
interest to give their best to the children, whom they also have sympathized for, hence they 
are the future of Sierra Leone.  
Today , Thursday 27th we met again and the teachers submitted their syllabus on the subjects 
they will teach for a period of the first THREE MONTHS. We hope to be meeting every Sunday 
afternoon to share with the weekly teaching forecast with the teachers. 

These are the Items discussed and done for the proposed RECEIVING EDUCATION THROUGH 
LISTENING TO THE RADIO. 

1. Staff and Block Syllabus: A)  For the Kindergartens-Mrs. Mary Younge and Mrs. Frances 
B. Kargbo. A )Mr. Sam S. Bangura and Mr. Joseph Conteh will teach Mathematics in 
Classes 1, 2, 3 to 6. 

          B) Mr. Sam S. Bangura teaches Quantitative Aptitude(Classes5 and 6) 
         C) Mr. Joseph Conteh teaches English Language in Classes 1, 2 and 3. D).Mr. Abu 
Bakaar Kabba teaches English in Classes 4, 5 and 6 

         E) Mr. Unisa Dumbuya teaches Social Studies in classes 1,2 and 3. F) Mr. Alusine 
Kargbo teaches Social Studies in Classes 4, 5 and 6. 

2.  Time Table: Monday to Friday 
       3   Budget 

a. Stationaries:                                                                                                   Le    
2,540,000 

b. Learning Material                                                                                          Le  
22,096,000 

c. TOP UP for communications(telephone& internet) for 6 months       Le        678,000 
d. Fuel( diesel and Lubricant) for 6 months                                                  Le  

11,040,000 
e. Wages: 

-Broadcasting manager for 6 months                                                       Le    
1,200,000                    

              -Site Engineer for 6 months                                                                        Le       
480,000 
        f. Extra bonus for the Headmaster Mr. Sam S. Bangura for 6 months      Le      480,000 
                                                                                                                                       Le 
38,514,000 



We requested the 6 staff members to suggest the wage they should be given weekly or 
monthly. Earnestly, they humbly requested that you, Dr. Veronica and friends should please 
use your discretion as whatever token given them will be appreciated. 
We also suggested giving a bonus-additional wage to Mr. Sam S. Bangura (HEADMASTER) who 
will be coordinating, monitoring and assuring that the program goes well-teachers prepare 
their scheme of work before the Sunday meetings, oversee the daily availability of the radio 
personnel and teaching staff. So the requested wages for the 6 staff members is not in the 
TOTAL BUDGET OF LE38, 514,000( THIRTY EIGHT MILLION FIVE HUNDRED AND FORTEEN 
THOUSAND LEONES) . 

Please HelpMadina dot org help our beloved leaders of tomorrow RECEIVE THEIR EDUCATION 
THROUGH  
LISTENING TO THE RADIO. 

GOD BLESS YOU ALL.


